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ABSTRACT
Delta-oriented programming is a compositional approach to flexi-
bly implementing software product lines. A product line is repre-
sented by a code base and a product line declaration. The code
base consists of a set of delta modules specifying modifications to
object-oriented programs. The product line declaration provides
the connection of the delta modules with the product features. This
separation increases the reusability of delta modules. In this pa-
per, we provide a foundation for compositional type checking of
delta-oriented product lines of JAVA programs by presenting a min-
imal core calculus for delta-oriented programming. The calculus is
equipped with a constraint-based type system that allows analyz-
ing each delta module in isolation, such that that also the results of
the analysis can be reused. By combining the analysis results for
the delta modules with the product line declaration it is possible
to establish that all the products of the product line are well-typed
according to the JAVA type system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Delta-oriented programming (DOP) [29, 31] is a flexible com-

positional approach for implementing software product lines [10].
The implementation of a product line in DOP is organized into a
code base and a product line declaration. The code base consists
of a set of the delta modules that comprise modifications of object-
oriented programs. A delta module can add classes, remove classes
or modify classes by changing the class structure. The product line
declaration provides the connection between the delta modules and
the variabilities of the products defined in terms of product fea-
tures [18]. For each delta module, an application condition over
the product features is specified, and an application ordering for the
delta modules is fixed. The separation between delta modules and
product line declaration increases the reusability of delta modules,
making it possible to develop different product lines by re-using the
same delta modules.

Delta-oriented programming is an extension of feature-oriented
programming (FOP) [6], a compositional approach for implement-
ing software product lines (see [31] for a straightforward embed-
ding of FOP into DOP). The code base of a feature-oriented prod-
uct line contains a set of feature modules that correspond directly to
product features. Hence, the product line declaration for a feature-
oriented product line only provides the set of valid feature configu-
rations and a composition ordering of the feature modules. A fea-
ture module can be understood as a delta module without remove
operations such that product line development always starts from
base feature modules comprising the mandatory product features.
In DOP, any product can be chosen as a base (delta) module. Hence,
DOP supports proactive product line development, where all possi-
ble products are planned in advance, as well as extractive product
line development [24] which starts from existing legacy product
implementations. Moreover, the application conditions associated
with delta modules allow handling combinations of features explic-
itly. This provides an elegant way to counter the optional-feature
problem [21] where two optional features require additional glue
code to cooperate properly. However, the additional flexibility pro-
vided by DOP makes it challenging to ensure that for every feature
configuration a unique product can be generated and that all gener-
ated products are well-typed.

In this paper, we provide a foundation for compositional type
checking for DOP by considering IF∆J (IMPERATIVE FEATHER-
WEIGHT DELTA JAVA), a core calculus for DOP product lines of
JAVA programs. IF∆J is based on an imperative variant of FJ
(FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA) [16] that is used to implement the prod-
ucts. The calculus is equipped with a constraint-based type system
that allows analyzing each delta module in isolation, such that the
analysis results can be reused for different product lines like the
delta modules. By combining the analysis results of the delta mod-
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ules with the product line declaration, it is possible the establish
that all the products of the product line are well-typed according to
the JAVA type system.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces DOP
by an example. Section 3 discusses the requirements in designing
a type system for DOP in the relation with existing type systems
for FOP. Section 4 explains the underlying calculus for implement-
ing products. Section 5 presents the syntax and semantics of IF∆J.
Sections 6 and 7 describe the constraint-based type system. A com-
parison with aspect-oriented programming is provided in Section 8.
Related approaches and future work are discussed in Sections 9
and 10. Proof sketches of the main results are available in [30].

2. DELTA-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
In order to illustrate the main concepts of delta-oriented pro-

gramming as introduced in [31], we use a variant the expression
product line (EPL) as described in [26]. The EPL is based on the
expression problem [36], an extensibility problem, that has been
proposed as a benchmark for data abstractions capable to support
new data representations and operations. We consider the following
grammar:

Exp ::= Lit | Add | Neg
Lit ::= <non−negative integers>
Add ::= Exp "+" Exp
Neg ::= "-" Exp

Two different operations can be performed on the expressions de-
scribed by this grammar: printing, which returns the expression as
a string, and evaluating, which returns the value of the expression.
The products in the EPL can be described by two feature sets, the
ones concerned with data Lit, Add, Neg and the ones concerned
with operations Eval and Print. Lit and Print are mandatory fea-
tures. The features Add, Neg and Eval are optional. Figure 1 shows
the feature model of the EPL.

The example aims at illustrating the constructs of the IF∆J cal-
culus presented in Section 5, rather than to provide an elegant im-
plementation of the EPL. Although the example uses a more gen-
eral syntax (including the primitive type int, the shortcut syntax
for operations on strings, and the sequential composition) than the
syntax of the IFJ calculus presented in Section 4, the encoding in
IFJ is straightforward. We refer to [31] for examples of DOP pro-
gramming of the EPL that exploit the full JAVA syntax.

Delta Modules.
The main concept of DOP are delta modules which are contain-

ers of modifications to an object-oriented program. The modifica-
tions may add, remove or modify classes. Modifying a class means
to change the super class, to add or to remove fields or methods or to
modify methods. The modification of a method can either replace
the method body by another implementation, or wrap the existing
method using the original construct (similar to the Super() call
in AHEAD [6]). The original construct expresses a call to the
method with the same name before the modifications and is bound

delta DLitAddPrint{
adds class Exp extends Object { // only used as a type

String toString() { return ""; }
}
adds class Lit extends Exp {

int value;
Lit setLit(int n) { value = n; return this; }
String toString() { return value + ""; }

}
adds class Add extends Exp {

Exp expr1;
Exp expr2;
Add setAdd(Exp a, Exp b) { expr1 = a; expr2 = b; return this; }
String toString() { return expr1.toString() + " + " + expr2.toString(); }

}
}

Listing 1: Delta module introducing a legacy product

delta DLitEval {
modifies Exp {

adds int eval() { return 0; }
}
modifies Lit {

adds int eval() { return value; }
}

}

delta DAddEval {
modifies Add {

adds int eval() { return expr1.eval() + expr2.eval(); }
}

}

Listing 2: Delta modules for the Eval feature

at the time the product is generated. Before or after the orig-

inal construct, other statements can be introduced wrapping the
existing method implementation. As pointed out in [31], DOP sup-
ports extractive product line development [24], starting for existing
legacy products. Listing 1 contains a delta module for introduc-
ing an existing legacy product, realizing the features Lit, Add and
Print. Listing 2 contains the delta modules for adding the evalu-
ation functionality to the classes Lit and Add. Listing 3 contains
the delta modules for incorporating the Neg feature by adding and
modifying the class Neg and for adding glue code required by the
two optional features Add and Neg to cooperate properly. List-
ing 4 contains the delta module for removing the Add feature from
the legacy product.

Delta-oriented Product Lines.
A delta-oriented product line consists of a code base and a prod-

uct line declaration. The code base consists of a set of delta mod-
ules, while the product line declaration creates the connection to the
product line variability specified in terms of product features. An
application condition is attached to each delta module in a when

clause specifying by a propositional constraint over the set of fea-
tures for which feature configurations the delta module has to be
applied. Since only feature configurations that are valid according
to the feature model are used for product generation, the applica-
tion conditions are understood as a conjunction with the formula
describing the set of valid feature configurations.1 Additionally, an
application order of the delta modules is fixed by defining a total or-
der on a partition of the set of delta modules. Deltas in the same part
can be applied in any order to the previous product, but the order of
the parts is fixed. The ordering captures semantic requires-relations
that are necessary for the applicability of the delta modules. Listing
1In the examples, the valid feature configurations are represented
by a propositional formula over the set of features. We refer to [5]
for a discussion on other possible representations.



delta DNeg {
adds class Neg extends Exp {

Exp expr;
Neg setNeg(Exp a) { expr = a; return this; }

}
}

delta DNegPrint {
modifies Neg {

adds String toString() { return "-" + expr.toString(); }
}

}

delta DNegEval{
modifies Neg {

adds int eval() { return (−1) ∗ expr.eval(); }
}

}

delta DAddNegPrint {
modifies Add {

modifies toString { return "(" + original + ")"; }
}

}

Listing 3: Delta modules for Neg, Print and Eval features

delta DremAdd {
removes Add

}

Listing 4: Delta module removing the Add feature

5 shows a product line declaration for the EPL. The order of delta
module application is defined by an ordered list of the delta module
sets which are enclosed by [ .. ].

In order to obtain a product for a particular feature configura-
tion, the modifications specified in the delta modules with valid
application conditions are applied incrementally to the previously
generated product. The first delta module is applied to the empty
product. The modifications of a delta model are applicable to a
(possibly empty) product if each class to be removed or modified
exists and, for every modified class, if each method or field to be re-
moved exists, if each method to be modified exists and has the same
header as the modified method, and if each class, method or field to
be added does not exist. During the generation of a product, every
delta module must be applicable. Otherwise, the generation of the
product fails. In particular, the first delta module that is applied can
only contain additions.

Product Generation.
The generation of a product for a given feature configuration

consists of two steps, performed automatically: (i) Find all delta
modules with a valid application condition; and (ii) Apply the se-
lected delta modules to the empty product in any linear ordering

features Lit, Add, Neg, Print, Eval
configurations Lit & Print
deltas

[ DLitAddPrint,
DNeg when Neg ]

[ DLitEval when Eval,
DNegPrint when Neg,
DNegEval when (Neg & Eval),
DremAdd when !Add ]

[ DAddEval when (Add & Eval),
DAddNegPrint when (Add & Neg) ]

Listing 5: Specification of the EPL

class Exp extends Object { String toString() { return ""; } int eval() { return 0; }
}
class Lit extends Exp {

int value;
Lit setLit(int n) { value = n; return this; }
String toString() { return value + ""; }
int eval() { return value; }

}
class Neg extends Exp {

Exp expr;
Net setNeg(Exp a) { expr = a; return this; }
String toString() { return "-" + expr.toString(); }
int eval() { return (−1) ∗ expr.eval(); }

}

Listing 6: Generated code for Lit, Neg, Print and Eval features

that respects the total order on the partition of the delta modules.
If two delta modules add, remove or modify the same class, the
ordering in which the delta modules are applied may influence the
resulting product. However, for a product line implementation, it is
essential to guarantee that for every valid feature configuration ex-
actly one product is generated. This property is called unambiguity
of the product line. A sufficient condition for unambiguity is that
each part in the partition of the set of delta modules is consistent,
that is, if one delta module in a part adds or removes a class, no
other delta module in the same part may add, remove or modify
the same class, and the modifications of the same class in differ-
ent delta modules in the same part have to be disjoint. Defining
the order of delta module application by a total ordering on a delta
module partition provides an efficient way to ensure unambiguity,
since only the consistency within each part has to be checked. List-
ing 6 depicts the product generated when the Lit, Neg, Print and
Eval features are selected.

3. COMPOSITIONAL TYPE-CHECKING
OF PRODUCT LINES

In this section, we explain design requirements for type systems
for DOP/FOP product lines. We show how the type system pro-
posed in [12] for FOP and the compositional type system for DOP
presented in this paper realize these requirements.

Requirements for Type Systems for FOP and DOP.
An SPL is type safe if all valid products can be generated and

are well-typed programs according to the type system of the tar-
get programming language. The type safety of an SPL could be
checked by generating all products and type checking each sep-
arately. However, this direct approach has the drawback that it
would be harder for the programmer to understand where the ac-
tual error in the code of the delta modules occurs based on an error
raised while type checking a single product. Therefore, a first re-
quirement for a product line type system is that the type safety of
an SPL can be ensured without having to generate and inspect the
code of all possible products.

The separation between the product line code base and product
line declaration supported by DOP/FOP increases the reusability
of the delta/feature modules, allowing the development of different
product lines by re-using the same delta/feature modules. Hence,
a second requirement is to design type systems that enable analyz-
ing each delta/feature module in isolation. This makes the analysis
results robust against changes of the product line and allows the
re-use of the analysis results for different product lines such as the
delta/feature modules.



Compositional type-checking of FOP product lines.
The calculus LIGHTWEIGHT FEATURE JAVA (LFJ) [12], based

on LJ (LIGHTWEIGHT JAVA) [33] provides a formalization of
FOP [6] together with a constraint-based type system that satis-
fies the two design requirements illustrate above. The approach
consists of three steps.

1. A constraint-based type system for LJ that infers a set of
constraints for a given LJ program. The constraints can be
checked against the program in order to establish whether
the program is well-typed according to the standard LJ type
system.

2. A constraint-based type systems for LFJ that analyzes each
feature module in isolation and infers a set of constraints for
each feature module. The inferred constraints are divided
into structural constraints (constraints of the same form as
in the LJ constraint-based type system) and composition and
uniqueness constraints that are imposed by the introduction
and refinement operations of the feature modules. The con-
straints can be checked against the set of feature modules
corresponding to a valid feature configuration in order to es-
tablish whether: (i) product generation succeeds, and (ii) the
corresponding product is a well-typed LJ type program. Suc-
cessful product generation requires that the classes/method-
s/fields introduced by a feature module are not introduced by
another feature module earlier in the composition and that
the classes and methods refined by a feature module are in-
troduced by another feature module earlier in the composi-
tion.

3. A procedure for translating the product line declaration and
the constraints inferred for the feature modules to proposi-
tional formulas from which a formula is constructed whose
satisfiability implies the type safety of the whole product
line.

Checking the type safety of the product line by relying directly on
the constraints inferred for the feature modules (at step 2) requires
an explicit iteration on the valid feature configurations. So it is lin-
ear in the number of the products (which may be exponential in the
number of features). Also checking the satisfiability of the propo-
sitional formula (at step 3) may be exponential in the number of
features. However, the structure of the generated formula is suit-
able for fast analysis by modern SAT solvers and has been shown
to scale well in practice [12]. If the formula is not satisfiable, it is
not straightforward to trace the error back to the feature model that
causes the error.

Compositional type-checking of DOP product lines.
The approach for ensuring FOP product-line type safety de-

scribed above seems not straightforwardly applicable to DOP. The
main issues are the flexible association between delta modules and
features (provided by the when clauses) and the class/method/-
field removal operations that are not supported in FOP. Therefore,
we develop a compositional type system for delta-oriented prod-
uct lines that satisfies the design requirements illustrated above and
relies on an abstract interpretation of product generation. The con-
cepts of this approach are demonstrated for IF∆J, a core calcu-
lus for delta-oriented product lines of JAVA programs based on IFJ
(IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA) [7], an imperative version
of FJ [16].

1. The first step of the approach is essentially the same as for
LFJ described above. IFJ is equipped with a constraint-based

type system that infers a set of class constraints C for an IFJ
program CT. An IFJ program consists of a class table CT,
i.e., a mapping from class names to class definitions. The
inferred constraints are checked against the class signature
table of CT in order to establish whether CT is a well-typed
IFJ program. The class signature table is an abstract repre-
sentation of the program without method bodies. The pair
〈signature(CT),C 〉 suffices to establish whether CT is type
safe.

2. The second step of our approach is quite different from that
of LFJ. We define an abstraction of a delta module δ to
consist of a pair 〈signature(δ ),Dδ 〉, where signature(δ ) is
the delta module signature and Dδ is a set of delta clause-
constraints. The signature of a delta module is an abstract
representation of the delta module without method bodies
(the analogue of the class signature table) and can be con-
structed only from the delta module. The delta clause-
constraints are inferred by a constraint-based type system for
IF∆J that analyzes each delta module δ separately. The gen-
eration of the delta module abstractions by considering each
delta module in isolation satisfies the second requirement.
Hence, the abstractions can be used (like the associated delta
modules) across different product lines. The abstract repre-
sentation of the delta modules suffices to construct the ab-
stract representations of the possible products that are re-
quired to ensure their type safety. For each product, the class
signature table can be generated by abstract product genera-
tion using the signatures of the delta modules that would be
used to generate the product. The generation succeeds if and
only if the generation of the corresponding product would
succeed. The set of class constraints of the product can be
generated only from the sets of delta clause-constraints of
the corresponding delta modules. Therefore, type safety of
a product line can be established only from the delta module
signatures, the delta clause-constraints and the product line
declaration without generating and inspecting the code of the
products such that the first requirement is also satisfied.

Due to the additional flexibility provided by DOP, there is cur-
rently no analogous of the third step of FOP type-checking (see
item 3 above) for DOP type-checking. Therefore, checking type
safety of a DOP product line is linear in the number of its products
(which may be exponential in the number of features). We expect
that generating program abstractions and performing the associated
checks will take less time than generating the implementations of
all products and checking them by a JAVA compiler. Furthermore,
the constraints collected by the IF∆J type system can be exploited
to determine the exact location in a delta module causing a type
error. The idea (not formalized in current presentation of the type
system) is to record the location of the associated code in the delta
modules for each generated constraint.

4. IFJ
In this section, we introduce the syntax and the type system of

IFJ (IMPERATIVE FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA) [7], a minimal impera-
tive calculus for JAVA that we use as the underlying calculus to im-
plement single products. IFJ is a variant of FJ (FEATHERWEIGHT
JAVA) [16] that supports a more flexible initialization of fields (by
field assignment expressions). This makes IFJ more suitable than
FJ for the formalization of SPLs of JAVA programs, since (as al-
ready pointed out in [12]) the fact that FJ requires all the fields to
be initialized in a single constructor call, whose parameter have to



CD ::= class C extends C { FD; MD } classes
FD ::= C f fields
MD ::= C m (C̄ x̄){return e;} methods
e ::= x

∣∣ e.f ∣∣ e.m(ē) ∣∣ new C() ∣∣ (C)e
∣∣ expressions

e.f = e
∣∣ null

Figure 2: IFJ: syntax of classes

match the fields, makes it difficult to deal with product transforma-
tions that add (or remove) fields.

IFJ Syntax.
The abstract syntax of the IFJ constructs is given in Figure 2.

Following [16], we use the overline notation for possibly empty se-
quences. For instance, we write “ē” as short for a possibly empty
sequence of expressions “e1, . . . ,en” and “MD” as short for a pos-
sibly empty sequence of method definitions “MD1 . . .MDn” (without
commas). The empty sequence is denoted by •. The length of a
sequence ē is denoted by #(ē). We abbreviate operations on se-
quences of pairs in similar way, e.g., we write “C̄ f̄” as short for
“C1 f1, . . . ,Cn fn” and “C̄ f̄;” as short for “C1 f1; . . .Cn fn;”. Se-
quences of named elements (field, method or parameter names,
field, method or class definitions,..) are assumed to contain no du-
plicate names (that is, the names of the elements of the sequence
must be distinct). The set of variables includes the special variable
this (implicitly bound in any method declaration), which cannot
be used as the name of a method’s formal parameter.

A class definition class C extends D { FD; MD } consists of its
name C, its superclass D (which must always be specified, even if it
is Object), a list of field definitions FD and a list of method defi-
nitions MD. The fields declared in C are added to the ones declared
by D and its superclasses and are assumed to have distinct names
(i.e., there is no field shadowing). All fields and methods are public.
Each class is assumed to have an implicit constructor that initializes
all instance variables to null.

A class table CT is a mapping from class names to class defini-
tions. The subtyping relation <: on classes (types) is the reflexive
and transitive closure of the immediate extends relation (the im-
mediate subclass relation, given by the extends clauses in CT).
The class Object has no members and its definition does not ap-
pear in CT. We assume that a class table CT satisfies the following
sanity conditions: (i) CT(C) = class C . . . for every C ∈ dom(CT)
(ii) for every class name C (except Object) appearing anywhere in
CT, we have C ∈ dom(CT); (iii) there are no cycles in the transitive
closure of the immediate extends relation.

An IFJ program is a class table CT.2 A class definition CD can
be understood as a mapping from the keyword extends to a class
name and from field/method names to field/method definitions.
We use the metavariable a to range over field/method names, and
the metavariable AD to range over field/method definitions. The
lookup of the definition of a field/method a in class C is denoted by
aDef(C)(a). For every class C in dom(CT), the function aDef(C) is
defined as follows:

aDef(C)(a) =

 CT(C)(a) if a ∈ dom(CT(C))
aDef(D)(a) if a 6∈ dom(CT(C))

and CT(C)(extends) = D

Given a field definition FD = C f and a method definition MD =
2In FJ [16], a program is a pair (CT,e) of a class table and
an expression e. We can encode it by adding to CT a class
class Main { C main() { return e; } }, where C is of type e.

C m(C̄ x̄){· · ·}, we write signature(FD) to denote the type C of the
field f and signature(MD) to denote the type C̄→ C of the method m.

IFJ Typing.
A class signature CS is a class definition deprived of the bodies

of its methods. The abstract syntax is as follows:

CS ::= class C extends C { FD; MH } class signatures
MH ::= C m (C̄ x̄) method headers

A class signature table CST is a mapping from class names to class
signatures. We write signature(CT) to denote the class signature
table consisting of the signatures of the classes in the class table CT.
The lookup of the type of a field/method a in the signature of the
class C is denoted by aType(C)(a). For every class C in dom(CST),
the function aType(C) is defined as follows:

aType(C)(a) =

 CST(C)(a) if a ∈ dom(CST(C))
aType(D)(a) if a 6∈ dom(CST(C))

and CST(C)(extends) = D

The subtyping relation <: can be read off from the class signature
table such that it is possible to check whether there are no cycles
in the transitive closure of the extends relation. Moreover, by in-
specting a class signature table, it is possible to check, for every
class C in dom(CST), whether the names of the fields defined in C

are distinct from the names of the fields inherited from its super-
classes, and whether the type of each method defined in C is equal
to the type of any method with the same name defined in any of the
superclasses of C. Therefore, in the following we can safely assume
that a class signature table satisfies the following sanity conditions:

(i) CS(C) = class C . . . for every C ∈ dom(CS);

(ii) for every class name C (except Object) appearing anywhere
in CS, we have C ∈ dom(CS);

(iii) the transitive closure of the immediate extends relation is
acyclic;

(iv) C1 <: C2 implies that, for all method names m, if aType(C2)(m)
is defined then aType(C1)(m) = aType(C2)(m); and

(v) C1 <: C2 and C1 6= C2 imply that, for all field names f, if f ∈
dom(CST(C2)) then f 6∈ dom(CST(C1)).

In order to type the null value, we introduce the special type
⊥, that is not a class name, cannot occur in IFJ programs and is a
subtype of any other type. We will use the metavariable T to denote
either a class name or ⊥.

The IFJ typing rules are given in Figure 3. A type environment
Γ is a mapping from variables (including this) to class names,
written x̄ : C̄. The empty environment will be denoted by •. The
rules for variable (T-VAR), field selection (T-FIELD), method invo-
cation (T-INVK), object creation (T-NEW), upcast (T-UCAST), down-
cast (T-DCAST), method definition (T-METHOD) and class definition
(T-CLASS) are analogous to the corresponding rules for FJ given
in [16]. However, the presentation is slightly different since our
rules refer to the class signature table of the program rather than to
the class table. In particular, the rule for typing the definition of a
method m in a class C, (T-METHOD), relies on the fact that, according
to the sanity condition (iv) of the class signature table, any defini-
tion of a the method with name m in a superclass of C must have the
same type. We also have a rule for null and a rule for field assign-
ment (not contained in FJ) and a rule for typing the whole program
(left implicit in FJ). Note that expressions like (C)e where the type



Expression typing:

Γ ` x : Γ(x) (T-VAR) Γ ` null :⊥ (T-NULL)

Γ ` e : C aType(C)(f) = A

Γ ` e.f : A
(T-FIELD)

Γ ` e0 : C0 aType(C0)(m) = A1 · · ·An→ B

∀i ∈ 1..n, Γ ` ei : Ti Ti <: Ai
Γ ` e0.m(ē) : B

(T-INVK)

C ∈ dom(CST)
Γ ` new C() : C

(T-NEW)

Γ ` e : T T <: C
Γ ` (C)e : C

(T-UCAST)

Γ ` e : T C <: T C 6= T

Γ ` (C)e : C
(T-DCAST)

Γ ` e0.f : C Γ ` e1 : T T <: C
Γ ` e0.f = e1 : C

(T-ASSIG)

Method definition typing:

this : C, x̄ : Ā ` e : T T <: B
this : C ` B m (Ā x̄){return e;} OK

(T-METHOD)

Class definition typing:

this : C ` MD OK
` class C extends D { FD; MD } OK

(T-CLASS)

Program typing:

∀C ∈ dom(CT), ` CT(C) OK
` CT OK

(T-PROGRAM)

Figure 3: IFJ: Typing rules for expressions, methods,
classes and program CT w.r.t. the class signature table CST =
signature(CT)

of e is not a subtype of C (called stupid casts in [16]) or null.f and
null.m(· · ·) (that we will call stupid selections) are ill-typed.

Following [16], we say that a well-typed IFJ program is cast
safe to mean that it can be typed without using the rule for down-
cast. Every well-typed IFJ program is literally a well-typed JAVA
program.

5. IF∆J
In this section, we introduce the syntax and the semantics of

IF∆J, a core calculus for DOP of product lines of JAVA programs
based on IFJ. A similar formalization of DOP is presented in [31]
relying on LJ [33]. However, the goal in [31] is to formally show
the embedding of FOP into DOP whereas in this work we focus on
compositional type checking.

IF∆J Syntax.
The abstract syntax of the IF∆J constructs is given in Figure 4.

The constructs for class definitions CD, field definitions FD and
method definitions MD are those of IFJ, given in Figure 2. The
metavariable δ ranges over delta module names.

A delta module definition DMD (see Figure 4) can be understood

DMD ::= delta δ {DC} delta modules
DC ::= adds CD | removes C | delta clauses

modifies C [extending C] { DS }
DS ::= adds FD

∣∣ adds MD | delta subclauses
removes a | modifies MD

Figure 4: IF∆J: syntax of delta modules

as a pair formed by the name δ of the delta module and by a map-
ping from class names to delta clause definitions. A delta clause
definition DC can specify the addition, removal or modification of
a class. The adds-domain, the removes-domain and the modifies-
domain of a delta module definition DMD are defined as follows:

addsDom(DMD) = {C | DMD(C) = adds class C · · ·}
removesDom(DMD) = {C | DMD(C) = removes C}
modifiesDom(DMD) = {C | DMD(C) = modifies C · · ·}

The modification of a class is defined by possibly changing the su-
per class and by listing a sequence of delta subclauses DS defin-
ing modifications of methods and additions/removals of fields and
methods. A delta modifies-clause DC can be understood as a map-
ping from the keyword extending to an either empty or singleton
set of class names and from field/method names to delta subclauses.
The adds-, removes- and modifies-domain of a delta modifies-
clause DC are defined as follows:

addsDom(DC) = {a | DMT(a) = adds · · · a · · ·}
removesDom(DC) = {a | DMT(a) = removes a}
modifiesDom(DC) = {m | DMT(m) = modifies · · · m · · ·}

The modification of a method, defined by a delta modifies-
subclause, can either replace the method body by another imple-
mentation, or wrap the existing method using the original con-
struct. In both cases, the modified method must have the same
header as the unmodified method. The original construct is
modeled by the special variable original that may only occur in
the body of the method MD provided by a delta modifies-subclause
modifies MD and, like the special variable this, may not be used
as the name of a method’s formal parameter. An occurrence of
original represents a call to the unmodified method where the
formal parameters of the modified method are passed implicitly as
arguments. Therefore, the type assumed for original is the return
type of the method. The Super() call of AHEAD is modeled in
the same way in LFJ [12].

After we have defined the notion of delta modules over IFJ, we
can formalize IF∆J product lines. We use the metavariables ϕ and
ψ to range over feature names. We write ψ as short for the set {ψ},
i.e., the feature configuration containing the features ψ . A delta
module table DMT is a mapping from delta module names to delta
module definitions. An IF∆J SPL is a 5-tuple L = (ϕ,Φ,DMT,Γ,≺)
consisting of:

1. the features ϕ of the SPL,

2. the set of the valid feature configurations Φ⊆P(ϕ),3

3. a delta module table DMT containing the delta modules,

4. a mapping Γ : dom(DMT)→Φ determining for which feature
configurations a delta module must be applied (which is de-
noted by the when clause in the concrete examples),

3The calculus abstracts from the concrete representation of the fea-
ture model.



5. a total order≺ on a partition of dom(DMT), called the applica-
tion order, determining the order of delta module application.

The 4-tuple (ϕ,Φ,Γ,≺) represents the product line declaration,
while the delta module table DMT represents the code base. To
simplify notation, in the following we always assume a fixed SPL
L = (ϕ,Φ,DMT,Γ,≺).

We further assume that L satisfies the following sanity condi-
tions.

(i) For every class name C (except Object) appearing in DMT, we
have C ∈ (∪δ∈dom(DMT)addsDom(DMT(δ ))), meaning that ev-
ery class is added at least once.

(ii) The inverse of Γ, the mapping Γ−1 : Φ→P(dom(DMT)), is in-
jective and such that (∪ψ∈ΦΓ−1(ψ)) = dom(DMT). I.e., for
every feature configuration a different set of delta modules
is applied and every delta module is applied for at least one
feature configuration (Γ−1(ψ) is the set of names of delta
modules whose application condition is satisfied by the fea-
ture configuration ψ).

In the following, we write dom(δ ) as short for dom(DMT(δ )), and
we write δ (C) as short for DMT(δ )(C).

IF∆J Product Generation.
A delta module is applicable to a class table CT if each class to

be removed or modified exists and, for every delta modifies clause,
if each method or field to be removed exists, if each method to
be modified exists and has the same header specified in method
modifies subclause, and if each class, method or field to be added
does not exist.

Given a delta module δ and a class table CT such that δ is appli-
cable to CT, the application of δ to CT, denoted by APPLY(δ ,CT),
is the class table CT′ defined as follows:

CT′(C) =

{
CT(C) if C 6∈ dom(DMT(δ ))
CD if δ (C) = adds CD
APPLY(δ (C),CT(C)) if C ∈ modifiesDom(δ )

where APPLY(δ (C),CT(C)), the application of the delta-modifies
clause δ (C) = DC to the class definition CT(C) = CD, is the class
definition CD′ defined as follows:

CD′(extends) =
{

CD(extends) if DC(extending) = /0
C′ if DC(extending) = {C′}

CD′(a) =


CD(a) if a 6∈ dom(DC)
AD if DC(a) = adds AD
MD[e/original] if DC(a) = modifies MD

and
CD(a) = · · ·a(· · ·){return e;}

The semantics of the original construct is captured by replacing
the occurrences of the special variable original in the method
body specified by the modifies-subclause with the body of the un-
modified method.

For any given total order of delta module application, an IF∆J
SPL defines a product generation mapping. That is, a partial map-
ping from each feature configuration ψ in Φ to the class table of
the product that is obtained by applying the delta modules Γ−1(ψ)
to the empty class table according to the given order. The prod-
uct generation mapping can be partial since a non-applicable delta
module may be encountered during product generation such that
the resulting product is undefined.

We write CTψ to denote the class table generated for the feature
configuration ψ and write <:ψ and aDefψ to denote the subtype

relation and the field/method lookup function associated with the
class table CTψ , respectively.

Unambiguous and Type-Safe IF∆J Product Lines.
An IF∆J SPL is unambiguous if all total orders of delta mod-

ules that are compatible with the application partial order define
the same product generation mapping. In an unambiguous SPL,
for every feature configuration at most one product implementation
is generated.

In order to find a criterion for unambiguity, we define the notion
of consistency of a set of delta modules. A set of delta modules
is consistent if no class added or removed in one delta module is
added, removed or modified in another delta module contained in
the same set, and for every class modified in more than one delta
module, its direct superclass is changed at most by one delta clause
and the fields and methods added, modified or removed are distinct.
For a consistent set of delta modules, any order of delta module
application yields the same class table since the alterations do not
interfere with each other. Consistency of a set of delta modules can
be inferred by only considering delta module signatures that can be
obtained by a straightforward inspection of each delta module in
isolation. A delta module signature DMS is the analogue of a class
signature for a delta module. The abstract syntax of delta module
signatures is obtained from the syntax of delta modules, in Fig. 4,
by replacing class definitions (CD) with class signatures (CS) and
replacing method definitions (MD) with method headers (MH). We
write signature(δ ) to denote the signature of the delta module δ .

A SPL is locally unambiguous if every set S of delta modules
in the partition of dom(DMT) provided by the application partial or-
der ≺ is consistent. If the SPL L is locally unambiguous, then it
is also unambiguous. For local ambiguity, two delta modules that
modify the same method cannot be placed in the same partition
even if they are never applied together. However, local unambi-
guity can be checked by only relying on delta module signatures
and the partition of dom(DMT) provided by the application partial
order. This makes local ambiguity robust to change since it is pre-
served by changes of delta modules without changing their signa-
tures, by refinement of the application partial order, by changes to
the application conditions and by changes in the set of valid feature
configurations.

A IF∆J SPL is type-safe if the following conditions hold: (i) its
product generation mapping is total, (ii) it is locally unambiguous,
and (iii) all generated products are well-typed IFJ programs.

6. CONSTRAINT-BASED TYPE SYSTEM
FOR IFJ

In this section, we present a constraint based type system for IFJ
that is equivalent to the type system presented in Section 4. The
constraint-based type system for IFJ infers a set of class constraints
F for a given program CT. These constraints can then be checked
against the class signature table signature(CT) in order to establish
whether CT is a well-typed IFJ program.

6.1 Flat Constraints and Flat Constraints
Checking

In this section, we introduce some preliminary definitions that
are used for the constraint-based IFJ type system.

Flat Constraints.
Flat constraints, illustrated in Figure 5, involve the type⊥, class

names and type variables. Type variables, ranged over by α , β and
γ , will be instantiated to class names when checking the constraints.



class(C) class C must be defined
subtype(τ,η) τ must be a subtype of η

cast(C,τ) type τ must be castable to C

field(η ,f,α) class η must define or inherit
field f of type α

meth(η ,m,α → β ) class η must define or inherit
method m of type α → β

Figure 5: IFJ: Syntax and (informal) meaning of flat con-
straints

The metavariable η denotes either a class name or a type variable,
while the metavariable τ denotes either the type⊥, or a class name,
or a type variable. We say that a constraint is ground to mean that
it does not contain type variables.

Checking Flat Constraints.
The checking judgment for flat constraints is CST |= F , to be

read “the constraints in the set of flat constraints F are satisfied
with respect to the class signature table CST”. The associated
rules are given in Figure 6 where ] denotes the disjoint union of
sets of constraints. The rules are almost self-explanatory, accord-
ing to the informal meaning of the flat constraints given in Fig-
ure 5. The checking of a constraint of the form subtype(· · ·, · · ·) or
cast(· · ·, · · ·) can be performed only when the constraint is ground.
Note that there are two rules for checking a constraint of the form
cast(·, ·) corresponding to an upcast and to a downcast, respec-
tively. The checking of a constraint of the form field(·, ·, ·) or
meth(·, ·, ·) can be performed only when the first argument is a
class name and the third argument contains types variables only.
It causes the instantiation of all the type variables occurring in the
third argument.

We say that a set of flat constraints is cast safe with respect to
a class signature table CST to mean that it can be checked without
using the rule associated with downcast.

6.2 Constraint-based Typing Rules for IFJ
The constraint-based typing rules for IFJ organize the inferred

constraints in a two-level hierarchy, corresponding to the structure
of the class table of the IFJ program. Namely: (i) the typing rules
infer a set of class constraints (one for each class definition in the
program); (ii) each class constraint consists of the name of the re-
spective class C and of a set of method constraints inferred for the
methods defined in the class; and (iii) each method constraint con-
sists of the name of the respective method and of the set of flat
constraints inferred for the body of the method. Thus, a set of class
constraints C can be understood as a mapping from class names
to class constraints, and a class constraint can be understood as a
mapping from method names to method constraints. The syntax of
class constraints and method constraints is given in Figure 7.

The constraint-based typing judgment for programs is ` CT :
C , to be read “program CT has the class constraints C ”. The
constraint-based typing rules for IFJ expressions, methods, classes
and programs are given in Figure 8. The rules (CT-FIELD) and
(CT-INVK) are the only rules that create type variables. The type
variables α created by rule (CT-FIELD) occur in the third argument of
the flat constraint field(η ,f,α), and the type variables α1, ...,αn,β
created by rule (CT-INVK) occur in the third argument of the flat con-
straint meth(η ,m,α1 · · ·αn→ β ). Therefore, the checking rules for
flat constraints (given in Section 6.1) can be applied by considering
the constraints in the order in which they are created. In particular,

when the constraints field(·, ·, ·) and meth(·, ·, ·) are checked their
third arguments contain type variables only, and checking the con-
straints in a different order may not cause the instantiation of any
of those type variables before that the corresponding constraint is
checked.

Some expressions are recognized as ill-typed during constrain
generation. Namely, method bodies containing: occurrences of
variables x that are not declared as method parameters, according to
rules (CT-METHOD) and (CT-VAR); or stupid selections (i.e., expres-
sions like null.f and null.m(· · ·)), according to rules (CT-NULL),
(CT-FIELD) and (CT-INVK).

The following example illustrates the constraint-based type sys-
tem by considering an encoding in IFJ of methods from the EPL
example introduced in Section 2.

EXAMPLE 6.1. The sequential composition of expressions,
“e1;e2;e3”, which is not part of the IFJ syntax, can be encoded
as “new Encode().sc3C(e1,e2,e3)” where C is the type of e3
and the class Encode defines the method

C sc3C(Object x1, Object x2, C x3) { return x3; }

Therefore, the method setAdd of class Add introduced in Listing 1
can be encoded in IFJ as follows:

Add setAdd(Exp a, Exp b) {
return new Encode().sc3Add(this.expr1=a, this.expr2=b, this); }

The inferred method constraint is

setAdd with


field(Add,expr1,α ′), subtype(Exp,α ′),
field(Add,expr2,α ′′), subtype(Exp,α ′′),
subtype(Exp,Object), subtype(Add,Add), class(Encode),
meth(Encode,sc3C,(Object,Object,Add→ Add))


Some optimizations (not considered in this paper) are possible.

Constraints like subtype(Exp,Object) and subtype(Add,Add)
can be dropped. Information about standard library classes, like
Encode, that cannot be modified by the delta modules can be ex-
ploited to infer simpler constraints. For example, the following
simpler constraints could be inferred:

setAdd with
{

field(Add,expr1,α ′), subtype(Exp,α ′),
field(Add,expr2,α ′′), subtype(Exp,α ′′)

}

The method eval introduced in class Add by the delta module
DAddEval in Listing 2 can be encoded in IFJ as follows:

Int eval() { return this.expr1.eval().sum(this.expr2.eval()); }

where Int is class for integers. The inferred class constraint is

eval with

 field(Add,expr1,β ′), meth(β ′,eval,(•→ γ ′′)),
field(Add,expr2,β ′′), meth(β ′′,eval,(•→ γ ′)),
meth(γ ′,sum,(γ ′′→ γ ′′′)), subtype(γ ′′′,Int)


Assuming that Int is a standard library final class, it would be

possible to infer a simpler constraint (namely, replace γ ′′′ by Int

and drop subtype(γ ′′′,Int)). Further optimizations are possible in
presence of primitive types (not formalized in IFJ). For instance,
given the original version of method eval (that uses the primitive
type int)

int eval() { return this.expr1.eval() + this.expr2.eval(); }

it would be possible to infer the simpler method constraint

eval with
{

field(Add,expr1,β ′), meth(β ′,eval,(•→ int)),
field(Add,expr2,β ′′), meth(β ′′,eval,(•→ int))

}



CST |= /0
C ∈ dom(CST) CST |= F

CST |= {class(C)}]F

T <: C
CST |= subtype(T,C)

T <: C CST |= F

CST |= {cast(C,T)}]F

C <: T C 6= T CST |= F

CST |= {cast(C,T)}]F

aType(C)(f) = A CST |= F [A/α]
CST |= {field(C,f,α)}]F

aType(C)(m) = A1 · · ·An→ A0 CST |= F [A0 · · ·An/α0 · · ·αn]
CST |= {meth(C,m,α1 · · ·αn→ α0)}]F

Figure 6: IFJ: Checking rules for satisfaction of flat constraints w.r.t. a class signature table

Method constraints:

m with F method m has the set of flat constraints F

Class constraints:

C with K class C has the set of method constraints K

Figure 7: IF∆J: Syntax of class constraints

6.3 Properties
The hierarchical organization of the constraints derived for a

product is immaterial for checking their satisfaction. The func-
tion FLAT transforms a set of class-constraints C into a set of flat
constraints FLAT(C ). It is defined as follows.

FLAT(C1 with K1, ...,Cn with Kn) = ∪i∈{1,...,n}FLAT(Ki)
FLAT({m1 with F1, ...,mn with Fn}) = ∪i∈{1,...,n}Fi

The following theorem states that the constraint-based type sys-
tem is correct and complete with respect to the IFJ type system
given in Section 4.

THEOREM 6.2 (CORRECTNESS/COMPLETENESS). Let CT

be a IFJ program and CST = signature(CT).

(Correctness) Let ` CT : C and CST |= FLAT(C ). Then

1. ` CT OK, and

2. if FLAT(C ) is cast-safe with respect to CST, then CT is
cast-safe.

(Completeness) Let ` CT OK. Then there exists C such that:

1. ` CT : C and CST |= FLAT(C ), and

2. if CT is cast-safe, then FLAT(C ) is cast-safe with re-
spect to CST.

7. CONSTRAINT-BASED TYPE SYSTEM
FOR IF∆J

The constraint-based type system for IF∆J analyzes each delta
module in isolation. The results of the analysis can be combined
with the product line declaration in order to check whether all the
products that can be generated are well-typed.

For each product configuration ψ , the class signature table CSTψ

of the product CTψ can be generated by applying the signature of
the delta modules in Γ−1(ψ) to the empty class signature table ac-
cording to the given order (similarly to product generation). The
constraint-based type system infers, for each delta module, a set of
delta clause constraints Dδ . The inferred sets of delta clause con-
straints are organized such that, for each product configuration ψ ,
the set of class constraints Cψ of the product CTψ can be derived
by applying the sets of delta clause constraints inferred for the delta
modules in Γ−1(ψ) to the empty set of class constraints. Therefore,
the type safety of a product line can be established by relying only
on the the delta module signatures, the delta clause-constraints and
the product line declaration without re-inspecting the delta modules
and without generating the products.

7.1 Constraint-based Typing Rules for Delta
Modules

The typing rules for delta modules also organize the inferred
delta clause constraints in a two-level hierarchy corresponding to
the structure of the delta module to support the application of a set
of delta clause constraints D to a set of class constraints C . The
syntax of the delta clause constraints is given in Figure 9. The
typing rules infer a set of delta adds/removes/modifies-clause con-
straints (one for each delta clause in the delta module). A delta
adds-clause constraint consists of the keyword adds followed by a
class constraint (defined in Figure 7). A delta removes-clause con-
straint is a removes-clause removes C. Each delta modifies-clause
constraint consists of the name of the subject class C and of a set of
delta adds/removes/replaces/wraps-subclause constraints that are
described as follows:

• An adds-subclause constraint consists of the keyword adds

followed by a method constraint (defined in Figure 7).

• A delta removes-subclause constraint is of the form
removes m.

• A wraps/replaces-clause constraint consists of the keyword
replaces/wraps followed by a method constraint (de-
fined in Figure 7). Wrap-subclause constraints are inferred
for modify-subclauses containing original, while replace-
subclause constraints are inferred for modify-subclauses not
containing original.

Thus, a set of delta clause constraints D can be understood as a
mapping from class names to delta clause constraints, and a delta
modifies-clause constraint can be understood as a mapping from
method names to delta subclause constraints.

The constraint-based typing judgment for a delta module is
` delta δ · · · : Dδ , to be read as “the delta module δ has the
delta clause constraints Dδ ”. The constraint-based typing rules
for IF∆J delta subclauses, delta clauses and delta modules are
given in Figure 10. Most of the rules are self-explanatory, ac-
cording to the meaning of delta clause constraints and delta sub-
clause constraints illustrated above. The rules for the delta sub-
clauses that add and remove a field ((CT-S-ADDF) and (CT-S-REMF),
respectively) generate the empty set of constraints, since the checks
associated to field declarations in a product are encompassed by
the sanity conditions of the class signature table of the product.
The rules (CT-S-ADDM), (CT-S-REPM), (CT-S-WRAM) and (CT-C-ADDC)
rely on the rules (CT-METHOD) and (CT-CLASS) in Figure 8. The rule
(CT-C-MODC) has an optional part (enclosed in square brackets) to
cope with the fact that the extending part of a delta modifies-
clause is optional.



Expression typing:

Γ ` x : Γ(x) | /0 (CT-VAR)
Γ ` e : η |F α fresh

Γ ` e.f : α | {field(η ,f,α)}∪F
(CT-FIELD)

Γ ` e0 : η |F0 α1, ...,αn,β fresh ∀i ∈ 1..n, Γ ` ei : τi |Fi
Γ ` e0.m(e1, ...,en) : β | {meth(η ,m,α1 · · ·αn→ β ),subtype(τ1,α1), . . . ,subtype(τn,αn)}∪ (∪i∈{0,...,n}Fi)

(CT-INVK)

C ∈ dom(ACSTL)
Γ ` new C() : C | {class(C)} (CT-NEW)

Γ ` e : τ |F
Γ ` (C)e : C | {cast(C,τ)}∪F

(CT-CAST)

Γ ` null :⊥ | /0 (CT-NULL)
Γ ` e0.f : η |F0 Γ ` e1 : τ |F1

Γ ` e0.f = e1 : η | {subtype(τ,η)}∪F0∪F1
(CT-ASSIG)

Method definition typing:

this : C, original : B, x̄ : Ā ` e : τ |F
this : C ` B m (Ā x̄){return e;} : m with ({subtype(τ,B)}∪F )

(CT-METHOD)

Class definition typing:

∀i ∈ 1..q, this : C ` MDi : {mi with Fi}
` class C extends D { FD; MD1 · · ·MDq } : C with m1 with F1, ...,mq with Fq

(CT-CLASS)

Program typing:

dom(CT) = {C1, ...,Cn}(n≥ 0) ∀i ∈ 1..n, ` CT(Ci) : Ci with Ki
` CT : {C1 with K1, ...,Cn with Kn}

(CT-PROGRAM)

Figure 8: IFJ: Constraint-based typing rules for expressions, methods, classes and programs

Delta-clause constraints:

adds C with K add the constraint “C with K ”
removes C remove constraint “C with · · ·”
modifies C with M change the constraint “C with K ” into

“APPLY(modifiesC with M ,C with K )”

Delta subclause-constraints:

adds m with F add the constraint “m with · · ·”
removes m remove constraint “m with · · ·”
replaces m with F ′ change constraint “m with F ”

into “m with F ′”
wraps m with F ′ change constraint “m with F ”

into “m with F ∪F ′”

Figure 9: IF∆J: Syntax of delta clause constraints

7.2 Class Signature Tables and Class
Constraints

The application of a delta module signature to a class signature
table, denoted by APPLY(DMS,CST), performs the alterations spec-
ified in DMS to CST. We do not present the formal definition of
APPLY(DMS,CST) since it mimics the application of a delta module
to a class table presented in Section 5. The following proposition
states that, given a delta module δ and a class table CT, the signa-
ture of the class table APPLY(δ ,CT) can be computed directly from
signature(δ ) and signature(CT).

PROPOSITION 7.1. If the delta module δ is applicable to
the class table CT, then APPLY(signature(δ ),signature(CT)) =
signature(APPLY(δ ,CT)).

Therefore, for each feature configuration ψ in Φ, the class signa-
ture table of the corresponding product can be computed by ap-
plying the signatures of the delta modules Γ−1(ψ) to the empty
class signature table according to the after partial order. We write
CSTψ to denote the class signature table of the product for feature
configuration ψ .

The result of the application of a set of delta clause constraints
D to a set of class constraints C , denoted by APPLY(D ,C ), is the

set of class constraints C ′ defined as follows:

C ′(C) =


C (C) if C 6∈ dom(D)
C with K if C 6∈ dom(C )

and adds C with K ∈D
APPLY(D(C),C (C)) if modifies C · · · ∈D

where the application of the delta modifies-clause constraint
dcc = modifiesC with M = D(C) to the class-constraint cc =
C with K = C (C), denoted by APPLY(dcc,cc), is the class-
constraint cc′ = C with K ′ defined as follows:

cc′(m) =



cc(m) if removes m · · · 6∈ dcc
and modifies m · · · 6∈ dcc

m with F if dcc(m) = adds m with F
or dcc(m) = replaces m with F

m with F ∪F ′ if dcc(m) = wraps m with F ′

and cc(m) = m with F

The following proposition states that the constraint application op-
eration defined above indeed allows computing the class constraints
for the class table APPLY(δ ,CT) directly from the delta clause-
constraints for δ and the class constraints for CT.



Delta-subclause typing:

this : C ` adds Df : /0 (CT-S-ADDF)
this : C ` MD : m with F original 6∈ MD
this : C ` adds MD : {adds m with F} (CT-S-ADDM)

this : C ` removes f : /0 (CT-S-REMF) this : C ` removes m : {removes m} (CT-S-REMM)

this : C ` MD : m with F original 6∈ MD
this : C ` modifies MD : {replaces m with F} (CT-S-REPM)

this : C ` MD : m with F original ∈ MD
this : C ` modifies MD : {wraps m with F} (CT-S-WRAM)

Delta-clause typing:

` CD : C with K

` adds CD : adds C with K
(CT-C-ADDC) ` removes C : removes C (CT-C-REMC)

∀i ∈ 1..q, this : C ` DSi : Si
` modifies C [extending D] { DS1 . . .DSq } : modifies C with (∪i∈{1,...,q}Si)

(CT-C-MODC)

Delta-module typing:

∀i ∈ 1..n, ` DCi : dcci
` delta δ {DC1 . . .DCn} : {dcc1, ...,dccn}

(CT-DELTA)

Figure 10: IF∆J: Constraint-based typing rules for delta subclauses, delta clauses and delta modules

PROPOSITION 7.2. For every delta module δ ∈ dom(DMT) and
for every class table CT such that δ is applicable to CT, if ` DMT(δ ) :
Dδ and ` CT : C , then ` APPLY(δ ,CT) : APPLY(Dδ ,C ).

Therefore, for each feature configuration ψ in Φ, the class con-
straints Cψ for the product CTψ can be generated (without gener-
ating the product) by applying the sets of delta clause constraints
inferred for the delta modules Γ−1(ψ) to the empty set of class
constraints according to the after partial order.

7.3 Properties
The IF∆J constraint-based type system enables checking the

well-typedness of all possible products by analyzing the delta mod-
ules in isolation, generating the constraints for the products, and
checking the constraints obtained for each product against the class
signature table of that product. The following theorem (together
with Theorem 6.2) states that the IF∆J constraint-based typed sys-
tem is correct and complete with respect to the IFJ type system.

THEOREM 7.3 (CORRECTNESS/COMPLETENESS ). Let L be
a locally unambiguous IF∆J SPL and ψ ∈Φ.

(Correctness) Let ` delta δ · · · : Dδ for all δ ∈ Γ−1(ψ) and
CSTψ |= FLAT(Cψ ). Then:

1. ` CTψ OK, and

2. if FLAT(Cψ ) is cast-safe with respect to CSTψ , then CTψ

is cast-safe.

(Completeness) Let ` CTψ OK.

1. If for all δ ∈ Γ−1(ψ) there exists Dδ such that `
delta δ · · · : Dδ , then

(a) CSTψ |= FLAT(Cψ ), and
(b) if CTψ is cast-safe then FLAT(Cψ ) is cast-safe with

respect to CSTψ .

2. If there exists δ ∈ Γ−1(ψ) such that δ is not `-typable,
then the body of the method adds/modifies-subclauses
in δ that is ill typed is not included in the product CTψ .

8. COMPARING DOP AND AOP
Both delta-oriented and aspect-oriented programming (AOP)

[23] combine code taken from different sources. In AOP, cross-
cutting features (such as logging services or concurrency primi-
tives) are factored out into aspects instead of scattering them in the
application code. In DOP, deltas modules are the building blocks
used to generate code implementing desired product features. As-
pects refer to parts of a program at join-points, specified by point-
cut expressions. By advice, the execution of the code at join-points
can be modified. Advice can be defined to be executed after, before
or around the “intercepted” join-point. In particular, an around-
advice replaces the original code. The intercepted join-point can be
executed using proceed, which corresponds to the original con-
struct in DOP. The join-points can be of different nature, starting
from the invocation of a specific method on an object of a specific
class, to control-flow based execution points.

ASPECTJ [22], an extension of JAVA with aspects, provides a
compiler generating standard JAVA code by applying aspects to
JAVA classes. This process (aspect weaving) ensures that aspect and
non-aspect code run together in the expected way. Aspect weav-
ing, in ASPECTJ, is mostly carried out at compile time, reducing
run-time overhead. For instance, most of the code inserted to inter-
cept join-points by execution of advice is realized by an additional
method invocation. Since such an invocation is typically a static or
final method, it can be inlined by most JVMs. This means that the
detection of most join-points according to the specified point-cuts
can be performed statically by the ASPECTJ compiler. However,
join-points can also have a dynamic nature, e.g., based on the dy-
namic type of objects referred to in the point-cuts, or based on the
control-flow of the program, such as the first execution instance of
a recursive method. Hence, aspects allow the programmer to in-
tercept most execution statements in a program, also based on the
dynamic control flow or the run-time type of objects.

The modification operations that can be specified in delta mod-
ules are sufficient to express before, after and around advice con-
sidered in AOP. Additionally, delta modules can change the su-
perclass, change method implementations, and even remove meth-
ods, etc, while aspects cannot change types in a program statically.
The partial ordering of delta modules provided by DOP product



line declarations resembles the precedence order on advice in AOP.
Delta modules do not comprise a specification formalism for mod-
ifications to be carried out at several places of a program. Instead,
delta modules are statically connected to the product features, since
delta application is performed at compile-time only. However,
adding a flexible point-cut specification technique to delta modules
is an interesting issue and a subject of future work.

A crucial difference between AOP and DOP is that the com-
bination of aspects with a base program usually defines a single
aspect-oriented program. An exception is the case when there are
multiple ASPECTJ aspects without defined precedence. Then, the
ASPECTJ compiler non-deterministically chooses one program to
compile, such that a set of possible “woven” programs is defined.
On the contrary, in DOP, a set of delta modules and a product line
declaration defines a set of products.

The A calculus [14] aims at providing a core language as foun-
dation of AOP. It solves the problem that type soundness in the
presence of some around advice definitions breaks which also ex-
ists in the ASPECTJ implementation. The solution uses a flexible
notion of proceed, by representing it with a simple term variable
that denotes a closure. The notion of proceed in the A calculus
is more flexible than other formalizations (see, e.g., [15, 11]), by
relying on type ranges (while guaranteeing type soundness). In
DOP, the original construct is similar to proceed. However, the
modification of a method by a delta module does not change the
signature, such that original can be used if a wrapper method
with the same name should be defined. The original construct
is, thus, typed with the same type as the return type of the original
method (cf. Section 5).

9. RELATED WORK
Delta-oriented programming [29, 31] is an extension of feature-

oriented programming [6]. In [29], the general ideas of DOP are
presented and compared conceptually and empirically to FOP. The
presentation in [29] uses the notion of a core product, that is a des-
ignated product of the product line and the starting point of product
generation. In [31], the notion of the core product is dropped such
that product generation only relies on delta modules. This makes
DOP even more flexible to support reactive, proactive and extrac-
tive product line engineering [24] and allows a direct embedding of
FOP into DOP.

DOP and FOP are compositional approaches [20] for implement-
ing SPLs in which code fragments are associated to product fea-
tures and assembled to implement a particular feature configura-
tion. Other compositional approaches use, for instance, aspects [19,
4], mixins [32], hyperslices [34] or traits [13, 8] to implement prod-
uct line variability.

In this paper, we use the notion of DOP presented in [31] in
order to provide a compositional approach for type checking delta-
oriented product lines of JAVA programs. Various approaches to en-
sure the type safety of feature-oriented product lines can be found
in literature [35, 3, 12, 2, 25]. The relations with the type sys-
tem of LFJ [12], which is the closest to our proposal, has been
already discussed in Section 3. The LFJ and the IF∆J type sys-
tems have similarities with a type system proposed in [1] to type-
check, compile and link code fragments. These code fragments,
like feature/delta modules, can reference definitions provided in
other code fragments. However, the purpose of the type system
presented in [1] is to endure that linking code fragments compiled
in isolation produces the same bytecode as the one that would be
generated by the global compilation process performed by a stan-
dard JAVA compiler.

The FEATHERWEIGHT FEATURE JAVA for Product Lines

(FFJPL) calculus [2] proposes an independently developed type
checking approach for feature-oriented product lines. FFJPL re-
lies on FFJ [3], a calculus for stepwise-refinement, that is not
explicitly bound to implementing SPLs. FFJ is based on FJ
(FEATHERWEIGHT JAVA) [16]. The main differences between
FFJPL and LFJ are the following: (i) In FFJPL, feature-oriented
mechanisms, such as class/method refinements, are modeled di-
rectly by the dynamic semantics of the language instead of by a
translation into JAVA code; (ii) The FFJPL typing rules do not gen-
erate constraints, but directly consult the feature model, thus mak-
ing it possible to straightforwardly identify the location of an er-
ror in the code; and (iii) FFJPL does not support modular type-
checking (i.e., it does not meet the second requirement described
in Section 3), since each feature module is analyzed by relying on
information of the complete product line.

The design of the constraint-based type system for DOP involves
issues similar to those considered in type-checking of dynamic
classes [17]. Dynamic classes perform run-time updates of object-
oriented systems by adding or refining classes (in a type-safe man-
ner) or by removing redundant program parts. Each dynamic class
is statically typed with a set of constraints (similar to the ones used
for DOP) which are evaluated at run-time to ensure that the system
is still well-typed after the update is carried out. Since dynamic
classes are applied at run-time, only removals of redundant infor-
mation are permitted in order to locally check applicability at run-
time. DOP is a generative programming approach where variability
is resolved at compile-time, such that DOP allows more flexible re-
movals.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We provided a foundation for compositional type checking of

delta-oriented product lines that allows analyzing delta modules in
isolation such that the analysis results can be re-used across differ-
ent product lines. We illustrated our proposal considering the mini-
mal core calculus IFJ [7], an imperative variant of FJ [16] (dealing
with interfaces and exceptions, which are not included in the cal-
culus, should not pose major technical problems). Two interesting
and very challenging directions for future work are to extend the
proposed type checking mechanism for DOP with the third step of
the type checking approach pursued for LFJ (see Section 3) and
to equip IF∆J with a direct semantics as done for FFJPL [2] in or-
der to foster the change of the feature configuration of a product at
run-time [27, 28].

The concept of DOP is not bound to a particular program-
ming language. For future work, we are aiming to consider other
languages for the underlying product implementations. A start-
ing point is the trait-based calculus FEATHERWEIGHT RECORD-
TRAIT JAVA (FRTJ) [8, 9]. In FRTJ, classes are assembled
from interfaces, records (providing fields) and traits [13] (providing
methods) that can be directly manipulated by designated composi-
tion operations. These operations make FRTJ a good candidate
for enhancing the flexibility of delta modules and providing further
support for code reuse.
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